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Part II – Cardiovascular Exercise
In the past I have stated that SWEDISH DRILL REVISITED is not a complete exercise program
because it does not address the critical cardiovascular component that is so essential to
optimal health. This typically isn’t a problem when children are young, because they spend so
much time running and playing out of doors and on playgrounds that they quite naturally
accomplish this type of exercise without it being formally introduced to them. However, if you
have a child who is in need of more activity, or one who has an interest to participate in sports
and would like to improve their athletic skills in general, then the following recommendations
work in both instances.
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An excellent cardiovascular exercise option is possible by utilizing fundamental movement
patterns like skipping and butt kicks that are incorporated into many sports skills, such as
shooting a layup or sprinting. They were a part of a functional warm-up that my college
volleyball team engaged in prior to our practices and conditioning sessions. They are highly
adaptable to generating a light cardiovascular regimen or an intense activity depending on
how it is implemented.

In the case of school-aged children (ages 7 and older) these are intended only to be used on
the light to medium end of the spectrum. However, I highly recommend that these activities
not be used as a transition from one activity to another during school hours. They may lead to
an increase in adrenaline to the extent that the child is unable to focus on his lessons as well.

This is provided as an option for health outside of regular school hours.
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The first order of business is to find an appropriate location on which to perform these
activities. This can be pavement or grass, but the area must be flat. In addition, it is important
to make sure that there aren’t any holes/divets/bumps on grassy areas that could lead to
potential injury if stepped in. The area should be 5-20 yards long, depending on the age and
ability of your student.
The fundamental movement patterns that you will incorporate into such a workout are noted
below. View a demonstration of each movement by selecting the
:

Jog and Back Pedal

Skip

Lateral shuffle

Walking lunges with
a twist

High knees

Karoake

Butt kicks

Walking jacks
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5) Skip ahead, walking jacks across, turn and perform butt kicks to baseline, then lateral
shuffle back to start
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Reversal

6) High knees to end, lateral shuffle across, back pedal back, walking jacks to starting point
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Reversal
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Elbow to knee.

NOTES AND TEACHING TIPS:

The goal with this movement is not to
actually touch the elbow to the knee. If the
student does so then they will end up pulling
forward with their hands on their head, which
moves the neck out of alignment, as shown in
the incorrect image on this page.
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Attention!
Elbow to knee from neck rest.
Neck – rest! Feet astride – place! 1, 2.
Right elbow to left knee – place. Return.
Left elbow to right knee – place. Return.
Continue on my count. Right – 1.
Left – 2. Right – 1. Left – 2. Right – 1.
Left – 2. Right – 1. Left – 2.
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Squat and reach, continued.

Side view
boy

Front view
girl
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Front view
boy

Incorrect side view

Squat down incorrect
heels and neck
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Arm and leg reaches in “all fours.”
NOTES AND TEACHING TIPS:

In the “all fours” position
(a.k.a. quadruped) the student’s
wrists should fall directly under
the shoulders and the knees
directly under the hips. The
emphasis in this movement is
maintaining the neutral spine
position while the arms and
legs move. This is facilitated by
exhaling and drawing the belly
button in towards the spine prior
to reaching forwards with each
arm or backwards with each leg.
Cueing the students to reach
with the arms and legs will foster
neutral spinal alignment, while
the action of lifting the arms and
legs will lead to spinal extension.
The purpose of this exercise is to
train the back to maintain neutral
while the arms and legs move, so
do not allow your student to lift
the arm and leg such that they
arch their back/extend their spine.
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Attention! Arm and leg reaches on all fours.
Right half kneel – place. Tall kneel – place.
All fours – place. 1, 2. Right arm – reach. Return.
Left arm – reach. Return. Right leg – reach.
Left leg – reach. [Perform 3-5 each]

See next page for incorrect
positioning. You may also click the
play button below and on the next page to watch this move.
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Correct with spinal
adjustments and a brief
demo of an incorrect example

Correct with
spinal adjustments
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